2019 Philippine Project
March:
-Groundbreaking ceremony for the Special School for the Disabled
in sitios of Manolo Fortich
-Groundbreaking ceremony for the Daycare in Calacapan,
Cabalangsan
April:
The third training program for village leaders
May:
Installed a water system in Bayog, San Fernando
June:
Started providing rice to the dormitory of the Special School for the
Disabled in Sumilao (50 kg*2/month)
July:
Provided school supplies to 14 schools
Provided 200 mattress covers to the dormitories at Talakag Special
School, Sumilao Special School, and Macapari, Damulog
August:
Korean medical volunteers visited San Fernando and Kavanrasan
September:
Provided 314 books to Makapari High School at Damulog
Provided rice to the dormitory of Talakag Special School (50
kg/month)
November:
Monitored and repaired the water system at Bayog, San Fernando
Started building a water system at Kilaolao, Damulog
December:
Completion ceremony for the Special School for the Disabled in
Manolo Fortich (4 classrooms, in concrete)
Completion ceremony for the Daycare in Cabalangsan (1 classroom,
in concrete)
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Building classrooms on the Special School at Sitios
of Manolo Fortich
JTS and Sitios of Manolo Fortich have been building schools since 2006.
Sitios of Manolo Fortich asked for building additional classrooms for the
students with disabilities to JTS.
In 2018, JTS visited the school twice, and found that the school was using
the kitchen, storage, and living room as classrooms because of lack of
space.
At the end of 2018, JTS headquarters approved building the special
school. We started the project at early 2019. We had a groundbreaking
ceremony on March 1st. We built four classrooms and a restroom with a
sliding door. A sliding door is common for the restrooms for the disabled
in Korea, but it is not in Philippines. We hosted a completion ceremony
with Antonio (Tony) Ledesma and the guests from Korea.
Sitios of Manolo Fortich Special School is the third special school that
JTS built in Mindanao. Our goal is to provide education to the children in
the regions for the natives and Muslims and the children with disabilities.
We are planning to build classrooms for the special education in each
district.

Building preschools for children
We started building preschools at Calacapan as
the governor suggested it after we completed
building Katablaran School for native residents.
Calacapan is at the border between Bukidnon
and Agusan Del Sur, which is poorer than other
native regions. Previously, preschool classes
were done in a tent; therefore classes cannot be
run properly. JTS suggested the project
building preschools and acquired the approval.
We started the project on March 27th with a
groundbreaking ceremony. The preschool is a
concrete building with one classroom. This
region does not have access to electricity. We
used a generator for welding or drilling. Due to
heavy use, the generator was broken for several
times, so we had to delay construction. At the
late stage of construction, we had more delays
because of more problems such as safety issues
and broken generator. We finally had a
completion ceremony on December 10th.

Students could not study
when it rains
JTS monitors and maintains the school
buildings after completion, and does repair
works if needed. In 2019, we repaired the
buildings of Mantaboo elementary school, San
Mateo elementary school, and Talakag special
school.

Educational support starts with
packing school supplies
We brought school supplies to remote towns.
We discussed with the teachers, figured out the
number of students, and made a list of supplies
before visiting. We supplied to 1,209 students
and 57 teachers at 16 schools.
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Treated

877 patients

Oral Fluoride
100 patients

Medical volunteers bring happiness
The team of volunteers for medical supports to Philippines kicked
off on July 7th, 2019. The advance party worked from July 20th to
August 16th, and the main party worked from August 3rd to 10th.
The 14-person team consists of doctors, dentists, and doctors of
Korean medicine, pharmacists, nurses, and hygienists. They
provided medical, Korean medical, and dental treatments to 900
hundred people including JTS staffs, families and friends of the
staffs, JTS activists in Mindanao Cabalangsan, three villages in San
Fernando, Alawon village where the JTS is located, and the JTS
center. They also provided medicine, toothbrushes, toothpastes,
and soaps as well as hygiene education. The team tried their best to
provide as much as supports in a limited time.

We are glad to have clean water
We revisited Bayog village in San Fernando for monitoring six
months after installing a water system. The water system is the first
project that JTS completed without any help from external expert.
The water system works very well after monitoring and reconstruction. The population of the Bayog village increased to 140 from 100
due to the enhancement of the water infrastructure. We feel that we
get closer to the village thanks to the positive impact of the water
system.

Leadership training programs
for village leaders
organized the third and the last training
program for village leaders in April 2019,
following the two training programs in
August and November 2018. Fifteen
leaders participated from four villages
(Manolo Fortich Kihani, Consolacion,
Tuampong, Bayog in San Fernando). The
program included self-sacrifice for
leadership, public speech, and action
plans.

Site leveling for a model farm
We leveled the site for the JTS farm in
order to prevent the loss of soil and
compost and to increase the efficiency of
farming. We started the project in
mid-February, finished the first phase in
mid-March, restarted in September after
the rainy season, and completed the
project in October.

Building of a steel bridge
The driveway in Katablaran is about 11km. It takes an hour by motorcycle because it is difficult to go by car. The road is very narrow and has
many barriers like rotten woods; thus, going by motorcycle is also
difficult. Most of all, six valleys in the road had a clumsy wooden bridge,
which made the residents difficult to travel. We asked what is the most
necessity to the residents during the completion ceremony of the school.
They responded that they needed a steel bridge the most. Through
discussion with the village leaders, we decided to construct a steel bridge
replacing the wooden bridge. Now, the residents can travel conveniently
and safely by motorcycle or horse. The children in Katablaran can see a
bigger world and have a better education opportunity thanks to the
bridge.

